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hi travis, i bought your font and was going through the steps of customising it. i am trying to use it in
a video and the way i did it is not working. i was wondering if you can help with this. thanks! i was
actually pretty surprised when i saw the reverse-running serif and ornaments - so many are so plain.
the designer claims it is retro - but not for the reasons you might think. it is a very well-designed
typeface that has a beautiful, clean, and light weight feel. this is a great everyday typeface and a
good choice for the business poster, logotype or other brochure projects. and if you like this font you
may want to check out the ff mister k, and the ff charlotte. fontfont is one of the very few sites to
offer this font as well as others. with fontfont you can choose from a very wide selection of fonts and
download them for free. no need for us to promote you guys. now that weve shown the font we just
want to thank fontfont for their contribution to the wordpress community. this is the second font
weve featured from their site and weve been very impressed with their work. fontfont is more than
just a font site, they provide tutorials and plugins for wordpress as well. the 'server' name can be a
bit slippery. server fonts can be installed on a server and used by remote users or automated
processes to create items. these licenses are fairly common for e-commerce websites that allow
their customers to interact with the font via the business' webpage interface, customize a printed
hard-good product, and they'd purchase/receive the hard-good product.
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thanks for the great information. i have just started learning indesign. i am building a website for our
family business. i would like to use the chartwell font on one of the pages. i tried to download it from
your site. the download goes into my fonts folder. when i go to file>open there is no menu item for
my downloaded font. could you help me fix this please? i am looking for a chart font that looks like

an auto-fill on excel but with no overlapping. so if i use auto-fill on excel it would automatically fill in
each row. the font will have a chart like look. or if i am using the pencil tool i would like it to look like
an auto-fill. however i dont want the pencil tool to look like an auto-fill. just that the font itself looks
like an auto-fill. i dont know if this is possible. if its not possible then i just want to know what chart

font i can use to look like an auto-fill. chartwell looks great. however, i don’t think this is a useful font
for me. i would like to use it for pies, because i have been trying to find a better solution for creating

pie charts in indesign. so far i haven’t found one that is very good. so i’d like to know if i can just
duplicate the chart, change the font and colour, and change the fill pattern. hi, i really like your

chartwell font. however i need to find a way to use it for pie charts because the default pie chart look
in indesign is very poor. i’ve looked at many indesign pie chart templates but none seem to be better
than the standard pie chart. so i’d like to know if i can just duplicate the chart, change the font and

colour, and change the fill pattern. or is there some other way to create a pie chart in indesign?
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